A fdidated to NE team: 2nd time for soccer star

By Tony Lima

Earlier this week it was announced that A. I. '68 has been named to the NE team. A. I. '68 is from a family who was also named to the team last year, at forward.

The football team at Amherst has finished up with a winning record. The team was a mere 2 contests while leading 27. Leading the way in the football is the 4-1, 'including a win over perennial New England quarterback Williams. The one loss came at the hands of Boston College, the team that took the championships last year.

The team has also been reviling early this season, having 19victories this season, over 13 times 13 times. The team's turn on New England runner-up Wesleyan at the Alumni Field.

The warmth held a 3-1 mark for, Fair also being coming at the hands of Harvard. Led by senior captain Dave Schramm and senior Dave, the enginee have beaten Boston College, Williams and Connecticut.

Frost sports

Harvard beats cagers, 76-61

By Paul Bales

Tech's freshman team turned in its perfect 40-40 season today as the cagers amassed a 64-record early this week.

Shooting Crimson five, Harvard stumbled to a 9-9 advantage at the outset and never recovered. In the first half, Harvard connected on over 90% of their shots, but managed only a 20-24 halftime lead. As the second half progressed, Harvard raced ahead by twenty points to coasted to an easy victory.

A closing Tech rally, sparked by the fine outside shooting of Bruce Wheeler and Steve Chamberlain brought the Tech to within 11 with 3 minutes left, but the Crimson pulled away to win.

The Crimson's bid for a shutout by the Tech was something of a disappointment. The Crimson's, however, only managed to capture a first place. Harvard completely dominated Tuesday's match winning the game and the contest.
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day's outstanding player was Harvard's Anil Nayar. Nayar leads the Boston College, to 2nd place in the conference.

On Jan. 7, they met a three-teacher team from Boston College, to 2nd in the conference.
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